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Abstract
We propose a new sharing analysis of object-oriented programs based on abstract interpretation. Two
variables share when they are bound to data structures which overlap. We show that sharing analysis can
greatly beneﬁt from linearity analysis. We propose a combined domain including aliasing, linearity and
sharing information. We use a graph-based representation of aliasing information which naturally encodes
sharing and linearity information, and deﬁne all the necessary operators for the analysis of a Java-like
language.
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1 Introduction
In object-oriented languages, program variables are often bound to complex data
structures which may overlap. This is the case for Java programs, whose objects are
stored in a shared memory called heap. Discovering whether two data structures
may overlap is the scope of sharing analysis. This information is used in program
parallelization and distribution: data structures which do not overlap allow the
execution of methods on diﬀerent processors, using disjoint memory. Moreover, it
is very useful for improving other kind of analysis, like shape, pointer, class and
cyclicity analysis. Sharing properties has been deeply studied for logic programs
(e.g., [10,9,12,8,5,2]) and the large literature on this topic has been the starting point
for designing our enhanced abstract domain for sharing analysis. In particular, the
use of a linearity property [7,9,12,11,3,4] has proved to be very useful when dealing
with sharing information (see [6] for a comparative evaluation). We show how the
same idea can be rephrased to enhance sharing analysis of object-oriented programs.
We propose a new combined analysis of sharing, aliasing and linearity properties for
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Fig. 1. A concrete state with variables v0, v1, v2, v3, v4.
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Fig. 2. Abstraction of the concrete state in Fig. 1.
Java-like programs based on abstract interpretation, inspired by the corresponding
domains on logic programs.
A concrete state in a object-oriented program is usually described by a frame,
which is a map from variables to memory locations (or null), and a memory, which
is a map from locations to objects. Our idea is to abstract concrete states into a
new kind of graphs we call ALPs graphs. For instance, given the class Tree with two
ﬁelds l and r, the state in Fig. 1 is abstracted into the ALPs graph in Fig. 2. All ALPs
graphs have at most two levels: nodes in the ﬁrst level are labeled with one or more
variables, while nodes in the second level are unlabeled. First-level nodes may have
outgoing and incoming edges labeled with ﬁeld names, while second-level nodes have
no outgoing edges. Note that the data structures pointed by the variables v0 and v3
are abstracted in the same way, since we do not consider the whole data structure.
1.0.1 Aliasing and nullness.
ALPs graphs may encode deﬁnite nullness for variables and ﬁelds. A variable is
deﬁnitively null if it does not appear as a label in the graph, while a ﬁeld v0.f is null
when there is no edge labeled with f departing from the v0 node. For example, v1.r
is deﬁnitively null according to Fig. 2.
The graph also encodes deﬁnite weak aliasing : two variables (or two ﬁelds) are
weak aliased when they point to the same location (possibly null). In the ALPs
graph, this means they are the same node. For instance, the variables v3 and v4 in
Fig. 1 are in the same node. Moreover, the ﬁelds v2.l and v2.r are abstracted into
a single node.
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Fig. 3. A concrete state with variables v7, v8, v9, v10.
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Fig. 4. Abstraction of the concrete state in Fig. 3.
1.0.2 Sharing information.
We are interested in representing possible sharing information. We say that two
locations share when it is possible to reach from them a common location. Consider
the concrete state depicted in Fig. 3. Here v7.r and v8.l are bound to two diﬀerent
data structures which overlap, since v7.r.r.r and v8.l.l.l are bound to the same
object: we say that v7.r and v8.l share. In the abstract graph, we represent this
information with an (undirected) edge between the two nodes. For instance, the
sharing information in Fig. 3 is captured by the edge connecting v7.r and v8.l in
Fig. 4. To keep the graph as simple as possible we omit sharing information which
can be derived, such as the edge between v7 and v8.
1.0.3 Linearity information.
We say that a location is non linear when there are two diﬀerent paths starting from
it and reaching a common location. Consider for instance Fig. 3. Starting from v9.r,
we reach the same object by either v9.r.r.l.r or v9.r.r.r.l. Therefore we say that
v9.r is non linear. It is easy to note that also v9 is non linear. In general, whenever
a ﬁeld v.f is non linear, the variable v is non linear too. We represent possible non
linearity information by means of self loops. For instance, the concrete state for
variables v9 and v10 in Fig. 3 is abstracted as in Fig. 4.
1.1 An example program
We show the relevance of linearity information with the help of the example program
in Figure 5.
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Tree makeTree (n : I n t eg e r )
with m: In t eg e r i s {
m = 0 ;
i f (n = m)
out = null ;
else {
out = new Tree ;
m = n−1;
out . l = makeTree (m) ;
out . r = makeTree (m) ;
} }
void useTree ( )
with m: Integer , t : Tree , t l : Tree ,
l e f t : Tree ,
r i g h t : Tree i s {
m = 10 ;
t = makeTree (m) ;
t l = t . l ;
r i g h t = t l . r ;
l e f t = t l . l ;
}
Fig. 5. The example program
out
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(a) The ALPs graph returned by
the makeTree method.
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(b) ALPs graph representing the state at the end of the useTree
method. All nodes in the ﬁrst row are ﬁrst level nodes, even if
there are edges pointing to them.
Fig. 6. Two ALPs graphs for the example program.
The makeTree method builds a complete tree of depth n, whose nodes are all
diﬀerent. Actually, with a bottom up static analysis using ALPs graphs, we can
easily infer that, for any input n ≥ 2, makeTree returns a data structure which may
be described by the graph in Fig. 6a, where the label out denotes the return value
of a method. Since there are no undirected edges between out.l and out.r, it
means that out.l and out.r do not share. Moreover, since there are no self-loops,
everything is guaranteed to be linear. In particular, out.l.l and out.l.r do not
share.
The useTree method calls makeTree and extract two subtrees which do not share.
In detail, in the useTree method, since we know that t is linear, we can infer that tl
is linear too. Since tl is linear, its ﬁelds tl.r and tl.l do not share, and therefore
right and left do not share. Note that linearity is not needed to prove that t.l
and t.r do not share (sharing is enough for this). We need linearity when we want
to go deeper and prove that t.l.l and t.l.r do not share. Linearity of t is essential
here in proving that left and right do not share. The heap at the end of the useTree
method may be described by the graph in Fig. 6b.
2 Preliminaries
We denote by [v1 → t1, . . . , vn → tn] the function f where dom(f) = {v1, . . . , vn}
and f(vi) = ti for i = 1, . . . , n. Its update is f [w1 → d1, . . . , wm → dm], where the
domain may be enlarged. By f |s (f |−s) we denote the restriction of f to s ⊆ dom(f)
(to dom(f) \ s). The two components of a pair are separated by . A deﬁnition of
a pair S = a  b silently deﬁnes the pair selectors s.a and s.b.
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2.1 The Language
We use the Java-like object-oriented language deﬁned in [15], which is a normalized
version of Java with downward casts, and which we extend with upper casts.
2.1.1 Syntax.
Each program has a set of variables (or identiﬁers) V and a ﬁnite set of classes
(or types) K ordered by a subclass relation ≤ such that K  ≤ is a poset. The
set V includes the special variables this, res, out. Since we do not allow multiple
inheritance, for any class κ ∈ K, the set {κ′ | κ′ ≥ κ} is a chain.
A type environment is a map from a ﬁnite set of variables to the associated class.
The set of type environments is
TypEnv = {τ : V → K | dom(τ) is ﬁnite}.
Any class κ ∈ K deﬁnes a type environment F (κ) that maps the ﬁelds of the class
κ (including both the ﬁelds deﬁned in κ and those inherited by the superclasses)
to their types. For ease of notation, we require that ﬁelds cannot be redeﬁned in
subclasses. It means that if f ∈ domF (κ), and κ′ ≤ κ, then f ∈ domF (κ′) and
F (κ′)(f) = F (κ)(f).
Example 2.1 For the example program in Sect. 1.1, K = {Tree, Integer} has a
ﬂat ordering. Moreover F (Tree) = [l → Tree, r → Tree] and F (Integer) = [].
Expressions and commands are normalized versions of those of Java. We require
that all casts are explicit, so that in any assignment v := exp the types of v and
exp coincide. The same is required for formal and actual parameters. This is not
a limitation since we allow upward and downward casts. The syntax of expressions
and commands is:
exp ::= null κ | new κ | v | v .f | (κ)v | v .m(v1, . . . , vn)
com ::= v:=exp | v.f:=exp | {com; · · · ;com}
| if v = w then com else com | if v = null then com else com
where κ ∈ K and v, w, v1, . . . , vn ∈ V are distinct when they appear in the same
clause. Each method κ.m of a class κ is deﬁned with a statement like
κ0 m(w1 :κ1, . . . , wn :κn) with wn+1 :κn+1, . . . , wn+m :κn+m is com
where w1, . . . , wn, wn+1, . . . , wn+m ∈ V are distinct and are not res nor this nor
out. Their declared types are κ1, . . . , κn, κn+1, . . . , κn+m ∈ K, respectively. The
method can also use a variable out of type κ0 which holds its return value. We
deﬁne body(κ.m) = com and returnType(κ.m) = κ0.
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2.1.2 Semantics.
The semantics of the language is deﬁned by means of frames, objects and memories
deﬁned as follows:
Frameτ = {φ | φ ∈ dom(τ) → Loc ∪ {null}}
Obj = {κ  φ | κ ∈ K, φ ∈ FrameF (κ)}
Memory = {μ ∈ Loc → Obj | dom(μ) is ﬁnite}
where Loc is an inﬁnite set of locations. A frame binds variables (identiﬁers) to
locations or null. A memory binds such locations to objects, which contain a class
tag and the frame for their ﬁelds. A new object of class κ is new(κ) = κ  φ,
with φ(v) = null for each v ∈ dom(F (κ)). The set of possible states with type
environment τ is
Στ = {φ  μ | φ ∈ Frameτ , μ ∈ Memory , φ  μ : τ}
where φ  μ : τ means that φ  μ is well typed w.r.t the type environment τ .
Example 2.2 Let τ = {v7 → Tree, v8 → Tree} and consider the state φμ depicted
in Figure 3. We have that φ = {v7 → l0, v8 → l1} and
μ = {l0 → Tree  {l → l2, r → l3}, l1 → Tree  {l → l4, r → null},
l2 → Tree  {l → null, r → null}, l3 → Tree  {l → null, r → l5},
l4 → Tree  {l → l6, r → null}, l5 → Tree  {l → null, r → l7},
l6 → Tree  {l → l7, r → null}, l7 → Tree  {l → null, r → null}} .
The denotation for an expression is a partial map EIτ _ : exp → (Στ → Στ+exp)
from an initial to a ﬁnal state, containing a distinguished variable res holding the
value of the expression, where τ + exp = τ [res → typeτ (exp)] and typeτ (exp) is the
static type of exp. The denotation of a command is a partial map from an initial to
a ﬁnal state: CIτ _ : com → (Στ → Στ ).
Each method κ.m is denoted by a partial function from input to output states
and an interpretation I maps methods to partial functions on states, such that
I(κ.m) : Σinput(κ.m) → Σscope(κ.m), with the type environments:
input(κ.m) = [this → κ,w1 → κ1, . . . , wn → κn]
scope(κ.m) = input(κ.m) ∪ [out → κ0, w′1 → κ1, . . . , w′n → κn,
wn+1 → κn+1, . . . , wn+m → κn+m]
where w′1, . . . , w′n are fresh variables used to keep track of the actual parameters.
Each w′i is assigned to the same value of the corresponding wi at the beginning of
the method execution, and it is never changed later.
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Example 2.3 Consider the method makeTree in Section 1.1. We have that
input(Tree.makeTree) =[this → Tree, n → Integer]
scope(Tree.makeTree) =input(Tree.makeTree)∪
[out → Tree, n′ → Integer,m → Integer] .
3 Reachability, sharing, linearity and aliasing
We formalize here the concepts of reachability, sharing, linearity and aliasing for
objects. In a later section we will use these concepts to introduce the new abstract
domain ALPs. The following deﬁnition will simplify notation later.
Deﬁnition 3.1 (Fields of locations) Given σ = φ  μ ∈ Στ , l ∈ dom(μ), f an
identiﬁer and f¯ = f1, . . . , fn a possibly empty sequence of identiﬁers, when they exist
we write:
• l.f for μ(l).φ(f), which is the location reachable from l through the ﬁeld f;
• l.f¯ for l.f1. . . . .fn; if f¯ is empty, l.f¯ = l.
Now we introduce some notation to treat variables and their ﬁelds as uniformly
as possible.
Deﬁnition 3.2 (Qualiﬁed ﬁelds and identiﬁers) Given a type environment τ ,
we call qualiﬁed ﬁeld a pair v.f where v ∈ dom(τ) and f ∈ dom(F (τ(v))) and we
call qualiﬁed identiﬁer either a variable in dom(τ) or a qualiﬁed ﬁeld. We denote
by Qτ and Iτ the set of qualiﬁed ﬁelds and identiﬁers respectively.
It is worth noting that we only consider ﬁelds that are in the declared type of
the variables, and we do not consider further ﬁelds that are in the actual type.
This choice, although may decrease the precision of the analysis, simpliﬁes a lot
the correspondence between abstract and concrete semantics and may increase the
speed of the analysis.
Example 3.3 In Example 2.2, the qualiﬁed ﬁelds are Qτ = {v7 .l, v7 .r, v8 .l, v8 .r}
and the qualiﬁed identiﬁers are Iτ = {v7 , v8} ∪Qτ .
Deﬁnition 3.4 (Notations for qualiﬁed ﬁelds) If σ = φμ ∈ Στ and v.f ∈ Qτ ,
for uniformity of notation with variables we deﬁne:
• τ(v.f) = F (τ(v))(f), i.e., the declared type of the ﬁeld f for the variable v;
• φ(v.f) = null if φ(v) = null, φ(v.f) = φ(v).f otherwise, which is the location
pointed to by the ﬁeld f in the variable v.
Deﬁnition 3.5 (Sharing, linearity and aliasing) Let σ ∈ Στ and i1, i2 ∈ Iτ .
We say that:
• i1 and i2 share in σ when φ(i1) 	= null 	= φ(i2) and there are f¯1, f¯2 such that
φ(i1).f¯1 = φ(i2).f¯2 	= null;
• i1 is non-linear in σ when φ(i1) 	= null and there are f¯1 	= f¯2 such that φ(i1).f¯1 =
φ(i1).f¯2 	= null; otherwise, i1 is said to be linear.
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• i1 and i2 are (weakly) aliased in σ when φ(i1) = φ(i2).
Example 3.6 Following Example 2.2, the ﬁeld v7 .r shares with v8 .l. As a con-
sequence, v7 shares with v8 .l and v8 . The ﬁelds v7 .l and v8 .r share only with
themselves and the respective parents. All the identiﬁers are linear. In the example
in Fig. 3, we have that v9 .r and v10 are not linear.
A qualiﬁed identiﬁer i ∈ Iτ shares with itself if and only if it is not null. Moreover,
each i ∈ Iτ such that φ(i) = null is linear and does not share with any other
identiﬁer.
It must be observed that two qualiﬁed identiﬁers might never be able to share
if their static types do not let them be bound to overlapping data structures. Anal-
ogously, certain qualiﬁed identiﬁers are forced to be linear.
Example 3.7 In the example in Section 1.1, we have that a Tree is not an Integer,
an Integer is not a Tree and they do not have any ﬁeld which can share. Therefore,
any identiﬁer of type Tree can never share with any identiﬁer of type Integer.
Moreover, any identiﬁer of type Integer may only be linear.
We denote by NL the set of classes whose instances may be non-linear and by
SH the set of pair of classes which may share. Both NL and SH may be computed
by typing information only.
4 The new abstract domain
In this section we use the concepts of sharing, linearity and aliasing introduced before
to deﬁne a new abstract domain, called ALPs (Aliasing Linearity Pair sharing), for
the analysis of Java-like programs.
4.1 Aliasing graphs
We start by deﬁning a basic domain encoding deﬁnite aliasing and deﬁnite nullness.
Deﬁnition 4.1 (Pre-Aliasing Graphs) A pre-aliasing graph over the type envi-
ronment τ is a directed graph G = N  E   such that:
• N is the set of nodes;
• E ⊆ N × V ×N is the set of directed edges, each labeled by an identiﬁer;
•  : dom(τ)  N is a partial map from variables to nodes;
with the additional condition that
• ∀n ∈ N, ∀f ∈ V, there is at most an outgoing edge from n labeled by f and
• ∀n ∈ N, ∀f ∈ V, if 〈n, f, n′〉 ∈ E then there exists v ∈ dom(τ) such that (v) = n
and v.f ∈ Qτ .
We write n1
f−→ n2 instead of 〈n1, f, n2〉. When it is clear from the context, we
denote G.N , G.E and G. just by N , E and . Moreover, we denote Gi.N , Gi.E
and Gi. by Ni, Ei, i, and similarly for other typographical variants of G.
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Deﬁnition 4.2 (Extension of ) Given a pre-aliasing graph G = N  E  , we
extend  on qualiﬁed ﬁelds v.f ∈ Qτ by
(v.f) =
{
n if (v) 	= ⊥ ∧ (v) f−→ n ∈ E
⊥ otherwise
The idea of a pre-aliasing graph is that, given an identiﬁer i ∈ Iτ , (i) = ⊥ means
i is deﬁnitively null, while (i) = (j) means that i and j are either both null or
aliased. This suggest to deﬁne the following preorder.
Deﬁnition 4.3 (Preordering on pre-aliasing graphs) Given G1, G2 ∈ Gτ , we
say G1  G2 iﬀ
• for each i, i′ ∈ Iτ , 2(i) = 2(i′) ⇒ 1(i) = 1(i′);
• for each i ∈ Iτ , 2(i) = ⊥ ⇒ 1(i) = ⊥.
Note that, given their intended meaning, some pre-aliasing graphs contain re-
dundant information. For example, nodes which are not labeled by any qualiﬁed
identiﬁers may be removed. On the converse, two identiﬁers i1, i2 of incompara-
ble types may be (weak) aliased only if they are both null. We therefore restrict
our attention to the pre-aliasing graphs which present some additional regularity
conditions.
Deﬁnition 4.4 (Aliasing graph) An aliasing graph is a pre-aliasing graph G such
that, for all n ∈ N , {τ(i) | i ∈ Iτ ∧(i) = n} is a non-empty chain. We denote by Gτ
the set of aliasing graphs over the type environment τ , by τG(n) =
∧{τ(i) | i ∈ Iτ ∧
(i) = n} the type of the node n and by ψG(n) =
∧{τ(w) | w ∈ dom(τ) ∧ (w) = n}
the type that may be inferred by variables only.
Given a concrete state σ ∈ Στ , we may abstract it into an aliasing graph which
conveys the relevant information.
Deﬁnition 4.5 Given σ = φμ ∈ Στ , we deﬁne the abstraction of σ as an aliasing
graph αa(σ) = G ∈ Gτ where
• N = {l ∈ Loc | ∃i ∈ Iτ .φ(i) = l};
• for each v ∈ dom(τ), (v) = φ(v) if φ(v) 	= null, (v) = ⊥ otherwise;
• l f−→ l′ ∈ E iﬀ there exists v ∈ dom(τ) such that (v) = l, v.f ∈ Qτ and l.f = l′ ∈
N .
We say that G ∈ Gτ is a correct abstraction of σ ∈ Στ iﬀ αa(σ)  G. Note
that if αa(σ)  G and (i) = ⊥, then φ(i) = null, hence  may actually be used to
represent deﬁnite nullness. Moreover, if (i1) = (i2), then either φ(i1) = φ(i2) ∈ Loc
or φ(i1) = φ(i2) = null. Hence  actually encodes deﬁnite weak aliasing between
variables.
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4.2 ALPs graphs
Aliasing graphs are a very concrete representation of the part of the program state
which is reachable from variables through a single ﬁeld access. Pair-sharing and
linearity, instead, summarize global properties of the state. We want to add possible
sharing and possible non-linearity information to an aliasing graph.
Deﬁnition 4.6 (Pre-ALPs graph) A pre-ALPs graph G = G  sh  nl is a pre-
aliasing graph G with a set sh ⊆ {{n,m} | n,m ∈ N} and a set nl ⊆ N .
When it is clear from the context, we denote G.G,G.sh,G.nl by G, sh,nl and
Gi.G,Gi.sh,Gi.nl by Gi, shi,nl i. Similarly for other variants of G.
The set sh in a pre-ALPs graph encodes possible pair sharing, while nl en-
codes possible non-linearity. In particular, two identiﬁers i, j ∈ Iτ may share when
{(i), (j)} ∈ sh, while i may be non-linear when (i) ∈ nl . This suggests to extend
the preorder on aliasing graphs to ALPs graphs as follows:
Proposition 4.7 (Preordering on pre-ALPs graphs) Pre-ALPs graphs are pre-
ordered by
G1  G2 ⇐⇒ G1  G2 and ∀i ∈ Iτ . 1(i) ∈ nl1 ⇒ 2(i) ∈ nl2 and
∀i, j ∈ Iτ . {1(i), 1(j)} ∈ sh1 ⇒ {2(i), 2(j)} ∈ sh2 .
Not all the pre-ALPs graphs make sense, due to the way aliasing, non-linearity and
sharing interact. In particular, some sharing and non-linearity information can be
derived by other information. For example, if n is a node in G, then {n} should
be in sh, otherwise any identiﬁer i s.t. (i) = n is forced to be null and G could
be simpliﬁed by removing the node n. Other non-linearity or sharing information
is redundant, since it cannot happen in practice due to the class hierarchy under
consideration: pairs {n,m} ∈ sh such that classes τG(n) and τG(m) cannot share, or
variables n ∈ nl such that τG(n) /∈ NL. We want to restrict our attention to those
pre-ALPs graphs which explicitly show all implied and redundant information.
Deﬁnition 4.8 (ALPs graph) An ALPs graph G is a pre-ALPs graph where
• G is an aliasing graph;
• {{n} | n ∈ N} ⊆ sh;
• if there is a non-empty loop in G involving n, then n ∈ nl ;
• if {n,m} ∈ sh then (τG(n), τG(m)) ∈ SH;
• if n ∈ nl then τG(n) ∈ NL;
• clG(sh  nl) = sh  nl .
Here clG(sh,nl) is the smallest pair sh ′  nl ′, under the component-wise ordering,
such that
• {n,m} ∈ sh ′ ∧ n′ f−→ n ⇒ {n′,m} ∈ sh ′;
• n f1−→ m1, n f2−→ m2, f1 	= f2, {m1,m2} ∈ sh ′ ⇒ n ∈ nl ′;
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• n ∈ nl ′ ∧ n′ f−→ n ⇒ n′ ∈ nl ′.
We denote by ALPsτ the set of ALPs graphs over the type environment τ .
Given a concrete state σ ∈ Στ , we may abstract it into an aliasing graph which
conveys the relevant information.
Deﬁnition 4.9 (Abstraction map on ALPs graph) Given σ = φ  μ ∈ Στ , we
deﬁne the abstraction of σ as α(σ) = αa(σ)  sh  nl where
sh = {{l1, l2} ⊆ N | l1 and l2 share in σ} ,
nl = {l ∈ N | l is not linear in σ} .
We say G is a correct abstraction of σ when α(σ)  G.
Given σ = φ  μ and α(σ)  G, if i1, i2 ∈ Iτ share in σ then {(i1), (i2)} ∈ sh.
Moreover, if i ∈ Iτ is non-linear in σ, then (i) ∈ nl . Hence G actually encodes
possible sharing and non-linearity among variables.
Proposition 4.10 The preordered set of ALPs graphs has least element ⊥, greatest
element , lub , and glb uprise.
We may deﬁne a concretization map γ : ALPsτ → ℘(Στ ) which maps aliasing
graphs to the set of concrete states they represent as γ(G) = {σ ∈ Στ | α(σ)  G}.
If we lift the map α in Def. 4.9 to an additive map α : ℘(Στ ) → ALPsτ as α(S) =
σ∈S α(σ), then α and γ form a Galois connection.
5 An Abstract Semantics on ALPs.
We present the abstract semantics on the domain ALPsτ . We provide a correct
abstract counterpart for each concrete operator in the standard semantics. The ab-
stract counterpart of an interpretation is an ALPs interpretation, deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition 5.1 An ALPs interpretation I maps methods to total functions such that
I(κ.m) : ALPsinput(κ.m) → ALPsscope(κ.m) for each method κ.m.
5.1 Abstract Denotation for the Expressions
Abstract denotations for expressions and commands are given compositionally on
their syntax.
Deﬁnition 5.2 Let τ describe the variables in scope and I be a ALPs interpretation.
Figure 7 deﬁnes the ALPs denotation for expression (except method calls) SEIτ _ :
exp → (ALPsτ → ALPsτ+exp).
We brieﬂy explain the behavior of the abstract semantic operators with respect
to the corresponding concrete ones. The concrete semantics of null κ stores null
in the variable res. Therefore, in the abstract semantics, we only need to add the
new variable res in the type environment, without modifying the abstract state.
The concrete semantics of new κ stores in res a reference to a new object o, whose
ﬁelds are null. The other variables do not change. Since o is only reachable from
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SEIτ null κ(G) = G
SEIτ new κ(G) = N ∪ {nnew}  E  [res → nnew]  sh ∪ {{nnew}}  nl
SEIτ v(G) = N  E  [res → (v)]  sh  nl
SEIτ (κ)v(G) =
⎧⎨
⎩
⊥ if τ((v)) ∪ {κ} is not a chain
G if (v) = ⊥
add(G, (v), κ) otherwise
SEIτ v.f(G) =
⎧⎨
⎩
⊥ if (v) = ⊥
G if (v.f) = ⊥
add(G, (v.f), τ(v.f)) otherwise
Fig. 7. The ALPs interpretation for expressions.
res, variable res shares with itself only and is clearly linear. Therefore, we only
need to add a new node labeled with res, without aﬀecting sharing nor non-linearity
information.
The concrete semantics of v simply makes res an alias for v. Since the type of
v and res coincides, we only need to add the variable v to the same node of res.
The other variables are unchanged.
When it is deﬁned, the cast (κ)v stores in res the value of v. When (v) is not
null, we use an auxiliary operator add(G, n, κ) which adds the label res to the node
(v), and possibly add new nodes for the ﬁelds of res which are not ﬁelds of v. In
this case we can exploit the notion of linearity. In fact, when v is linear, we know
that ﬁelds of res cannot share with each other and are linear.
The concrete semantics of v.f stores in res the value of the ﬁeld f of v, provided
v is not null. When v.f is not null, this essentially amounts to the same procedure
of the previous case.
5.2 Abstract Denotation for the Commands
Deﬁnition 5.3 Let τ describe the variables in scope, I be an ALPs interpretation.
Figure 8 shows the ALPs denotation for commands SCIτ _ : com → (ALPsτ →
ALPsτ ).
The concrete semantics of v:=exp evaluates exp and stores its result into v. Thus,
the ﬁnal abstract state is obtained by ﬁrst computing SEIτ exp and then renaming
res into v. Some of the nodes may become unlabeled and must be removed. This
is accomplished by the auxiliary operation prune which removes unnecessary infor-
mation, in particular unlabeled nodes and ﬁelds which are not in the declared type
of the variables.
The evaluation of v.f :=exp is the most complex operation of the abstract se-
mantics, since we must take into account that v might be aliased to many diﬀerent
nodes. The candidates are those variables, denoted by Vcomp, which share with (v)
and have compatible types. For each node labeled by a variable in Vcomp, we add a
new fresh node in Nnew pointed by an edge (labeled by the ﬁeld f) in Enew. Finally,
all possible sharing and non-linearity are added. A slightly diﬀerent treatment is
devoted to the special case when the result of the expression is deﬁnitively null.
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SCIτ v:=exp(G) = prune((N ′  E′  ′[v → ′(res), res → ⊥])  sh ′  nl ′)
SCIτ v.f:=exp(G) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
⊥ if ′(v) = ⊥
cl(prune((N ′ ∪Nnew  E′ \ Edel ∪ Enew  ′[res → ⊥])
sh ′ ∪ shnew  nl ′ ∪ {n′(x) | n′(x) ∈ Nnew, ′(x.f) ∈ nl ′}))
if ′(v) = ⊥ and ′(res) = ⊥
cl(prune((N ′ ∪Nnew  E′ \ Edel ∪ E′new  ′[res → ⊥])
sh ′ ∪ sh ′new  nl ′ ∪ nl ′new ∪ {n′(x) | n′(x) ∈ Nnew, ′(x.f) ∈ nl ′}))
otherwise
SCIτ
[
if v = null
then com1 else com2
]
(G) =
{SCIτ com1(G) if (v) = ⊥
SCIτ com1(G|v=null)  SCIτ com2(G) otherwise
SCIτ
[
if v = w
then com1 else com2
]
(G) =
{SCIτ com1(G) if (v) = (w)
SCIτ com1(G|v=w)  SCIτ com2(G) otherwise
SCIτ {com1; . . . ; comp} = (λs ∈ ALPsτ .s) ◦ SCIτ comp ◦ · · · ◦ SCIτ com1
where G′ = SEIτ exp(G) and
Vcomp = {x ∈ dom(τ) | ′(x) = ′(v), {x, v} ∈ sh ′, {τG′ (′(x)), τG′ (′(v)} is a chain}
Nnew = {n′(x) | x ∈ Vcomp, f ∈ dom(F (ψG′ (′(x))), ′(x.f) = ′(res)} new distinct nodes
Edel = {′(v) f−→ ′(v.f)} ∪ {′(x) f−→ ′(x.f) ∈ E′ | x ∈ Vcomp}
Enew = {′(x) f−→ n′(x) | x ∈ Vcomp, n′(x) ∈ Nnew}
shnew = {{n′(x), n′} | n′(x) ∈ Nnew, {′(x.f), n′} ∈ sh ′} ∪
{{n′(x), n′(y)} | n′(x), n′(y) ∈ Nnew, {′(x.f), ′(y.f)} ∈ sh}
E′new = Enew ∪ {′(v) f−→ ′(res)}
sh ′new = {{n, n′} | {′(v), n} ∈ sh ′ and {′(res), n′} ∈ sh ′} ∪
{{n′(x), n′} | n′(x) ∈ Nnew, {′(res), n′} ∈ sh ′} ∪
{{n′(x), n′} | n′(x) ∈ Nnew, {′(x.f), n′} ∈ sh ′} ∪ {{n′(x), n′(y)} | n′(x), n′(y) ∈ Nnew}
nl ′new =
{{n ∈ N ′ | {n, ′(v)} ∈ sh ′} ∪ {n′(x) | n′(x) ∈ Nnew} if {res, v} ∈ sh ′ or res ∈ nl ′
{n ∈ N ′ | {n, ′(v)} ∈ sh ′, {res, n} ∈ sh ′} otherwise
Fig. 8. The ALPs interpretation for commands.
Note that a similar situation also arise in [14].
To determine a correct approximation of the conditional “if v = null” we check
whether (v) = ⊥. If this is the case, then we known that v is null and we evaluate
com1. Otherwise, we evaluate both branches and compute the lub. When evaluating
the ﬁrst branch, we may improve precision by using the auxiliary operator G|v=null
which returns a correct approximation of the program states {φ  μ | α(φ  μ) 
G ∧ φ(v) = null}, i.e., the states correctly approximated by G where v is null.
Similarly for the conditional “if v = w” where we use another auxiliary operator
G|v=w which returns a correct approximation of the set of program states {φ  μ |
α(φμ)  G∧φ(v) = φ(w)}. The composition of commands is denoted by functional
composition over ALPs, where the identity map λs ∈ ALPsτ .s is needed when p = 0.
5.3 Abstract semantics of method call
When a method v.m is called, the class of v is inspected and the correct overloaded
method for m is selected. The abstract domain contains only a partial information
on the run-time class of v, since we only know that the class of v must be less than
the class of any variable aliased with v, namely less than τG((v)). We exploit this
information in computing the abstract semantics of a method call in Figure 9. In
practice, we conservatively assume that every method m in any subclass of τG((v))
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SEIτ v.m(v1, . . . , vn)(G) =
{⊥ if (v) = ⊥
{matchv.m(G, I(κ.m)(G′)) | κ ≤ τG((v))} otherwise
where input = [this → (v), w1 → (v1), . . . , wn → (vn)}] and G′ = prune(N  E  input  sh  nl).
Fig. 9. The ALPs interpretation for methods.
may be called. Note that methods deﬁned only in superclasses of κ are already
considered in κ.
When exiting from a method call, we need to rename out into res since, from
the point of view of the caller, the returned value of the callee (out) is the value of
the method call expression (res). We will use an auxiliary operation match which,
given an initial and ﬁnal state, updates the initial state trying to guess possible
matching of variables in the abstract states.
Theorem 5.4 The abstract denotations in Figures 7, 8 and 9 are correct. More-
over, the transformer on ALPs interpretations which, given a ALPs interpretation I,
returns a new ALPs interpretation I ′ such that
I ′(κ.m) = SCIscope(κ.m)body(κ.m) ◦ (λG ∈ ALPsinput(κ.m).N  E  ′  sh  nl)
is correct, where ′ = [w′1 → (w1), . . . , w′n → (wn)].
The abstract denotational semantics is the least ﬁxpoint of this transformer, and
it is correct w.r.t. the concrete denotational semantics used in [15].
Example 5.5 Consider the method Tree.makeTree in Sect. 1.1, where
scope(Tree.makeTree) = [ this → Tree, n → Integer, n′ → Integer,
m → Integer, out → Tree] .
According to Theorem 5.4, we can compute a new ALPs interpretation from the least
informative ALPs interpretation I⊥(Tree.makeTree) = λG.⊥scope(Tree.makeTree):
I1(Tree.makeTree)(G) = N ∪ {nm, nout}  E
[n′ → (n), out → nout,m → nm]  sh ∪ sh ′  nl
where sh ′ = ∅ if (n) = ⊥, and sh ′ = {{nm, (n)}} otherwise. Now, starting from
I1(Tree.makeTree), we can compute a new interpretation as follows:
I2 (Tree.makeTree)(G) = N ∪ {nm, nout, nout.l, nout.r, }  E
[n′ → (n), out → nout, out.l → nout.l, out.r → nout.r,m → nm]
sh ∪ sh ′ ∪ {{nout, nout.l}, {nout, nout.r}}  nl
which is the least ﬁxpoint. Relatively to the case (n) 	= null, the abstract states
I1(Tree.makeTree)(G) and I2(Tree.makeTree)(G) are depicted in Figure 10.
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this
G
n, n’ m out
(a) First iteration.
this
G
n, n’ m out
l r
(b) Second iteration.
Fig. 10. ALPs interpretations for the makeTree method.
6 Conclusions
We propose a new abstract domain ALPs which combines aliasing, linearity and
sharing analysis for an object-oriented language, and provide all the necessary ab-
stract operations. We show in Sec. 1.1 a simple example where linearity plays a
fundamental role in proving that the two subtrees do not share.
The property of sharing for object-oriented languages has been studied in a few
work, while it is deeply studied in the context of logic programming, where it is
commonly combined with linearity analysis. At the best of our knowledge, this is
the ﬁrst attempt to combine sharing with linearity for Java programs. We also plan
to implement ALPs as an abstract domain for the Jandom static analyzer [1].
In [15] the authors propose a simple domain of (pair-)sharing. In [13] the authors
extend this domain proposing a combined analysis of (set) sharing, nullness and
classes. The main diﬀerences of our paper w.r.t. these proposals are:
• the ALPs abstract domain encodes linearity and aliasing information, in addition
to pair-sharing;
• information is encoded at the level of the ﬁelds of the objects pointed to by the
variables in the environment, not only at variable level.
In [14], the authors propose a framework for the analysis of object-oriented lan-
guages, and introduce two abstract domains for deﬁnite and possible aliasing re-
spectively. The objects of these domains are similar to aliasing graphs, but without
being restricted to two levels. Terminations is guaranteed by widening. These do-
mains may be enriched by providing type information for the leaves of the graphs.
However, they do not consider sharing or linearity properties.
The combination with linearity information allows us to improve the precision of
the analysis in blocks of assignments, method calls, and thus on recursion. This is a
fundamental issue that has not been considered in any previous analysis. In fact, an
important point is that linearity information allows us to distinguish a tree from a
DAG (direct acyclic graph). For instance, the result of makeTree in Figure 5 is a tree.
However, the abstract representation of a tree in any abstract domain containing
only information about reachability, sharing, acyclicity, nullness, distinctness and
aliasing cannot be distinguished from the abstraction of a DAG. For example, the
data structure t2:
Tree t2 = new Tree ( )
t2 . l = new Tree ( )
t2 . r = new Tree ( )
t2 . l . l = new Tree ( )
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t2 . l . r = t2 . l . l
has the same sharing, acyclicity, nullness, etc etc... properties of a tree, but t2 is not
linear, while t in Figure 5 is linear. At the end of the method useTree, left is equal
to t.l.l, right is t.l.r, but they do not share since t is a tree. However, t2.l.l and
t2.l.r share. Therefore we need linearity to distinguish these two situations.
We believe that the ability to retrieve information after a call method is manda-
tory for an analysis to scale on real programs. Moreover, we also provide information
on nullness and classes, which may help other analyses.
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